English at The Langton: The
Journey
CT

Why do you study English?
‘We have to’
But why?
What do you get out of studying English?

• Self confidence: you learn how to express yourself in speech, and in writing
• Knowledge: you learn how language works, and how to use it to your
advantage
• Creativity: you learn how to use language to express your ideas, emotions, and
beliefs
• Ideas: reading across genres and historical periods gives to access to the
history of ideas, and this helps you in other subjects too: History, PB, Music,
Drama….
• Real-world skills: giving presentations and public speaking; sustaining and
developing an argument; team work; creating eye-catching displays, or writing
for an adult audience

Self publicity
• The Langtonian is a vehicle for the best creative and non-fiction writing
in the school
• Anything written for the school newspaper instantly goes live on the
school website
• Purposeful writing means writing with a purpose
• You don’t write to please your English teacher: you write to please a
much wider audience. The world is watching.

Writing for The Langtonian means joining a community of Old Boys and
previous generations of students: your voice joins theirs, and you make
your journey together

Yrs 7-9

Yr7: the journey begins. We focus on you:
autobiography, finding your own voice, and
learning about style and accuracy. Yr7
builds on Yr6 and KS2 – but we want you to
learn how to write in your own voice:
exploring your own ideas, and making sure
you control your own writing. Yr7 is about
two key Langton Attributes: CREATIVITY and
INDEPENDENCE

Yr8: the journey continues. Here, we focus on
stretching and challenging – exploring voice more,
and starting to read and study more difficult texts.
This year is all about maintaining gains made in Yr7,
and building on them. We also start to look more at
other people’s writing: famous authors, poets, and
dramatists. You study a more challenging
Shakespeare play, and start to tackle essay writing.

Yr9: new directions. Yr9 is about thinking ahead: to
GCSE, to the 6th Form, and to the world of work. Here,
we really stretch you: more Shakespeare, more poetry,
more challenging texts, and a direct link to your HOI
course (critical thinking, and studying classic literary
texts). This year is also about term 6, and the 9+
course: moving you into KS4, and GCSE-style writing
and study. By this point, you should have mastered
your own voice, and worked out what that is. Your KS3
journey ends as your KS4 journey begins.

The KS3 journey in a single sentence

You read, write, speak
and think to find your
own voice

Voice
Vox
Voix
Voce
Stimme
声音

KS4
• Putting your new-found voice to good use:
• Honing the skills that will help you pass a GCSE (not the goal of the
Langton curriculum by any means)
• Developing and enriching: helping you to write to impress, to stand out
from the crowd, and to entertain other people
• Building on KS3 skills – but with more focus on formality and precision:
writing to argue, persuade, analyse, narrate, describe, inform and thrill

KS5
• DOVETAILING: helping you get ready for your move into higher education
• EMPOWERMENT: using your voice to present arguments, challenge lazy
thinking, and offer critiques of narratives of power
• CREATIVITY: yes, you sit an A Level, but the English Department’s focus on
creative literacy, research, and a culture of intellectual
nonconformism/iconoclasm invites you to participate in the creation of
literacy masterpieces, polemical tracts, avant-garde experimentation and
ground-breaking EPQs. We also have the Langton Press: waiting to publish
the brightest and best.

The KS4-5 journey in a single sentence

Making Your Voice
Heard

English and the ‘Real World’: Careers?
• Communications and media
• Law
• International Finance
• Teaching and Lecturing
• Advertising
• Publishing
• Broadcasting and journalism
• Professional writing: the published author

Jobs Which Draw on Core English Skills
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Academic
Accountant
Advertiser
Audiologist
Author
Barrister
Bookseller
Broadcast production
assistant
Consultant
Content marketer
Copywriter
Customer service
practitioner
Digital marketer
E-commerce specialist
Economist
Education officer

• Education outreach
•
worker
•
• Engineering project
•
manager
•
• Financial expert
•
• Graduate library
assistant
•
• Human computer
•
interaction designers
• Journalist
•
• Junior editor
•
• Junior magazine editor •
• Junior online content •
producer
•
• Lawyer
•
• Learning and
development
practitioner
•
• Learning and skills
•
teacher

Marketer
Marketing consultant
Marketing executive
Marketing manager
Medical researcher
Online marketer
Online production
journalist
Paralegal
Paraplanner
Policy officer
Political scientist
Politician
PR and
communications
officer/assistant
Publishing assistant
Publishing copy editor
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Sales assistant
Sales person
Scientific researcher
Scientist
SEO specialist
Social media specialist
Social worker
Solicitor
Speech therapist
Speechwriter
Teacher
UX designer
Voice and accent coach

